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Abstract. Partial combinatory algebras occur regularly in the literature 
as a framework for an abstract formulation of computation theory or re-
cursion theory. In this paper we develop some general theory concerning 
homomorphic images (or collapses) of pea's, obtained by identification 
of elements in a pea. We establish several facts concerning final collapses 
(maximal identification of elements). 'En passant' we find another exam-
ple of a pea that cannot be extended to a total one. 
1 Introduction 
A partial combinatory algebra (pea) is a structure Q( = (A, s, k, ·) where A is a 
set, · is a partial binary operation (application) on A, and k, s are two elements 
of A such that 
1. Va, a' E A (k ·a) ·a' = a, 
2. Va,a'EA (s·a)·a' 1, 
3. va, a a s ·a ·a ·a = . \../ / 11 E A (( ) ') /1 { (a · a") · (a' · a11 ) if (a · a11 ) • (a' . a11 ) 1, 
' undefined otherwise, 
4. k # s. 
Here M l means the expression M is defined, and M = N means both expres-
sions are defined and equal. Another useful notation is to write M T if M is 
undefined. It is common to omit · and associate unparenthesized expressions to 
the left. In working with expressions that may or may not be defined, it is useful 
to write M :::= N to meari that if either M or N is defined, then both are defined 
and equal. These notational conventions allow us to replace clause 3 by 
Va, a', a11 E A saa' a11 :::= aa11 (a' a11 ) • 
Total pea's ( ca's), where application is a total operation on the carrier set, 
are extensively studied in the context of models of >.-calculus and Combinatory 
Logic (CL) (cf. e.g. [Bar84], [HS86]); nontotal pea's (nca's), where application 
is not defined everywhere, are a little less well-off in this respect. They figure in 
the semantics of programming languages (see the forthcoming book by Mitchell 
[Mit9?]) as well as in the formalization of constructive mathematics (see [Bee85], 
[TvD88]). In fact, they are the models of a 'minimal axiomatic basis for theories 
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of operators', as stated in [TvD88]. An early approach to treat abstract computa-
tion theory was given by the notion of Wagner [Wag69] and Strong [Str68], URS 
(Uniform Reflexive Structure). More recently, the notion of Effective Applicative 
Structure, EAS, has been introduced by Asperti and Ciabattoni [AC95]); they 
show that this notion is in fact equivalent to PCA. 
Let us briefly indicate why a study of pea's falls in the scope of higher-order 
algebra, logic and term rewriting - the subject of the present conference. The 
connection with term rewriting, via CL and >.-calculus, is obvious since pea's 
admit abstraction [x]M; in fact they were 'designed' just for that purpose. The 
connection with higher-order algebra is less clear, also due to the fact that there 
is no sharp definition of this notion. Meinke [Mei95] bases his survey of higher-
order algebra on type theories. Indeed, it is shown that the finite type hierarchy 
HEO can be built over an arbitrary pea (Bethke [Bet91]); also Mitchell [Mit9?J 
generalizes the construction ofHRO to arbitrary pea's. Furthermore, pea's play a 
role in the construction of per models for realizability. See also Streicher [Str91]. 
While nca's thus have enjoyed quite some attention as a tool in abstract 
computation theory, amazingly little is known about their structural properties. 
Thus, it was even an open question in [Swan79) whether an nca can always be 
extended to a ea. A negative answer is given in [Klo82) and [Bet87]. Dually to 
extending pea's, one may ask what behaviour pea's exhibit under homomorphic 
images. To be more precise, given a pea i2l = (A, s, k,-) and some elements a, a' 
of A, one may ask whether there exists a homomorphic image 4>(i2l) such that 
<P(a) = ef>(a'). 
We shall call such a homomorphic image a collapse. There exist several investi-
gations into collapses of ca's (cf. e.g. [Jac75], [JZ85], [BI93)). Here the leading 
question is whether, given ,\-terms M and N, the equation M = N can be 
added consistently to the >.-calculus. Considerations of collapses of nca's seem 
to be rare. In fact, we do not know of any. In the present note, we address this 
last theme. 
Instead of considering collapses, one can also study certain well-behaved con-
gruence relations. As it turns out, there exists a natural 1-1 correspondence be-
tween these relations and collapses: every such congruence induces a collapse 
and vice versa. We establish this fact in Sect. 2. 
We use the correspondence between well-behaved congruence relations and 
collapses in Sect. 3 to show that there is at least one major difference between 
nca's and ca's with respect to their class of collapses: nca's always have a final 
collapse 'f'.lfin (Ql) which combines all possible identifications. 
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</>(2l) </>'(Qt) 
</>fin (Ql) 
For ca's, such a final collapse does not need to exist. We provide a counterex-
ample. 
Not every pea allows for additional identifications. In Sect. 4, we give two 
examples of these irreducible pea's: the well-known total graph models as well as 
the nontotal pea of natural numbers with partial recursive function application 
cannot be collapsed any further. 
In Sect. 5, we concentrate on extensional collapses, i.e. collapses that identify 
elements displaying identical applicative behaviour. We provide a condition on 
nca's that guarantees the existence of extensional collapses. In fact, if an nca 
meets this condition, then its final collapse is extensional. As an application 
which may be of independent interest, we show that the paradigmatic nca of 
strongly normalizing CL-terms has an extensional final collapse. 
2 Collapses of PCA's 
A homomorphism is a structure-preserving map from one algebra to another. 
For partial algebras, there is one basic notion for a homomorphism which si-
multaneously generalizes the notions of homomorphisms between total algebras 
and relational structures respectively. However, since its defining property is rel-
atively weak, we select a proper subclass of homomorphisms throughout this 
paper. An extensive survey of the model theory of partial algebras can be found 
in [Bur82]. 
Definition 1. Let Ql = (A, s, k, ·) and 23 = (B, s', k', .I) be pea's. 
1. A closed homomorphism of Ql = (A, s, k, ·) into 23 = (B, s', k', -') is a mapping 
</> : A -+ B such that 
(a) </>(s) = s1 , ef>(k) = k', and 
(b) </>(a· a')'.'.::'. ef>(a) .'</>(a') for a).la, a' EA. 
If </> is surjective, then </> is a closed epimorphism, and if </> is bijective, then 
</> is an isomorphism. 
2. </> is a collapse of Ql if </> is a closed epimorphism of Ql onto some pea 23. 
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We write Col(21.) for the class of collapses of 2t 
A trivial example of a collapse is the identity map from A to A. Instead of 
considering collapses of 21., one can also study congruence relations on A, i.e. 
equivalence relations with the added property that application relates related 
elements. 
Definition2. Let 21. = (A, s, k, ·} be a pea. The set of contexts over 21., C!/1, is 
defined as follows. 
1. DE C!/1, and 
2. if C E C!/1 and a EA, then aC E C!/1 and Ca E C!/1. 
If C is a context, then C[a] denotes the expression obtained from C by replacing 
D bya. 
Definition 3. Let 21. = (A, s, k, ·} be a pea and E be an equivalence relation on 
A. 
1. E is called proper if (s, k} ff. E. 
2. E is said to be a congruence if for all (a, a'} E E and C E C!/1, if either C[a] 
or C[a'] is defined, then both are defined and (C[a], C[a']} E E. 
We write Con(21.) for the set of proper congruence relations on A. 
A trivial example of a proper congruence on A is the diagonal {(a, a) I a E 
A}. However, there may be more complex ones. In particular, every collapse 
corresponds to a congruence relation, namely the one that relates identified 
elements. 
Definition4. Let 21. =(A, s, k, ·) be a pea and <PE Col(21.). Put 
Et/> = {(a, a') E A x A I <P(a) =</>(a')} . 
Proposition 5. Let 21. = (A, s, k, ·} be a pea and <P E Col(2l). Then Et/> E 
Con(21.). 
Proof. Et/> is clearly an equivalence relation on A and is proper, since <P( s) = 
s'-:/; k' = <P(k). To prove that Et/> is a congruence, let (a,a'} E Eq, and C E C21. 
Then 
</>(C[a]):: C'[</i(a)]:: C'[</i(a')]:: </i(C[a']) 
for some context C'. Hence C[a] is defined if and only if C[a'] is defined, and if 
they are both defined, then (C[a], C[a')} E E</>. O 
Given any congruence relation Eon A, we may construct a pea 2l/ E of 2l called 
the quotient of 2l modulo E. The intuitive idea behind fl1/ E is that we identify 
related elements of A. 
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Definition 6. Let 2l ::::: (A, s, k, ·) be a pea and E E Con(Qt). We form the 
quotient 
Qt/ E == (A/ E, [s]E, [k]E,. E) 
by taking the collection A/E == {[a]E I a EA} of equivalence classes fa]E == {a1 I 
(a, a') E E} equipped with the application operation 
[ l [ '] { [aa']E if aa' l ae·E a E== 
undefined otherwise . 
Proposition 7. Let 2l == (A, s, k, ·) be a pea. For E E Con(2l), >..a E A[a]E E 
Col(2l). 
Proof. We first show that · E is well-defined. To this end, let [aJe = [a']E and 
[b]e == WlE· Then (a, a'), (b, b') EE. Let C::: Db, C1 ::: a10. As Eis a congru-
ence, it follows that C[a] l iff O[a'] l, and C1 [b] l iff C'[b'] !. Thus 
ab l- a'b l- a1b1 l . 
Hence [a]e[b]e l iff [a 1JeW]e l- Now assume [a]E[b]e 1- Then (ab, a'b), (a'b, a'b1) E 
E. So (ab, a'b') EE, i.e. [ab]e = [a'b']e. Thus [a]e[b]e = [a']e[b']e. 
21./ E meets the first three conditions on pea's, since 2l is a pea; it meets the last 
condition, since Eis proper. Hence flJ./ Eis a pea. Clearly, >..a E A.[a]e is a dosed 
epimorphism of 2l onto 2l/ E. 0 
If we, as is standard, identify isomorphic pea's, we can in fact pass in this way 
from collapses to proper congruence relations and back, and end up were we have 
started. This is a special case of the well-known First Homomorphism Theorem 
of universal algebra (see e.g. [Gra79]). Thus, given collapses </>, </>' of 2l, let us 
write if> £::' ef>' if the homomorphic images of 2t under if> and if/ are isomorphic. 
Theorem 8. Let 2l =(A, s, k, ·) be a pea. Then 
1. >..a E A.[a]e., £::'</>for all c/> E Col(2t), and 
2. E>-aEA.[a]E = E for all E E Con(flJ.). 
Proof. To prove l., define the surjection 'I/;: A/E<t>--+ q)(A) by 'l,b([a]e.,) =</>(a). 
As 
[a]E., = [a'] e., ...., (a, a') E E</> +-+ </>(a) = </>(a1 ), 
it follows that 'I/; is well-defined and bijective, and since </> is a closed homomor-
phism, '!/; is a closed homomorphism too. So '!/; is an isomorphism. For 2., note 
that 
E>-aEA.[a]E = {(a, a') E A X A I [a]E = [a']e} = E . 
D 
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3 Final Collapses of PCA's 
A pea 2l has always an initial collapse, i.e. a collapse <P such that for any collapse 
<f/ there is a unique homomorphism 1f; with 1f; o <P = <P1• This initial collapse is 
just the identity on A that does not identify any elements. Nca's, however, also 
have a final collapse, i.e. a collapse <P such that for any collapse <// there is a 
unique homomorphism 1f; with 1f; o <// = </J. Such a final collapse then identifies 
all elements that can be identified. The crucial observation is the following. 
Proposition 9. Let 2l = (A, s, k, ·} be an nca and E be an equivalence relation 
on A. Then E is proper provided E is a congruence relation. 
Proof. Assume Eis a congruence and suppose that (s, k) E E. Pick a, a1 E A 
such that aa1 j and let C = Dkaa1• Then skaa' ! i:ff kkaa1 ! . As kkaa' = ka', it 
follows that skaa' = ka1(aa1). Hence aa' !. Contradiction. 0 
In dealing with nca's, we can therefore forget about properness and concentrate 
on congruence only. As it turns out, the union of all congruences is again a 
congruence. 
Definition 10. Let 2l = (A, s, k, ·} be an nca. Put 
&in = {(a, a1) E A x A I 'VG E C21 C[a] ! if and only if C(a'] !} 
Lemmall. Let 2l =(A, s, k, ·} be an nca. Then 
1. Efin E Con(Ql), 
2. &in = LJ Con(2l). 
Proof. 1. Efin is dearly a congruence relation. Hence Efin E Con(Ql) by Proposi-
tion 9. 
2. From 1. it follows that Efin ~ LJ Con(2l). For the other inclusion, let (a, a') E 
U Con(2l). Then (a, a') E E for some E E Con(2l). Thus, since E is a congru-
ence, (a, a') E Efin. o 
Theorem 12. Every nca Ql = (A, s, k, ·) has a final collapse. 
Proof. We shall prove that >..a E A.[a]Efin is final. To this end, let <fa be any 
collapse of Ql onto some pea~= (B,s',k',-') and put 'lf;(b) = [a]Efin where 
</>(a)= b. Observe that 'I/; is well-defined. For, if <f>(a) = b = <fa(a'), then (a,a') E 
E<P ~ Efin and hence (a]En. = [a']Erin. Clearly 1f; is a homomorphism. And as 
1/J!<f>(a)) = [a]E1;. for all a EA, it follows that 'I/; o </>=>.a E A.[a]Er . Now let 
'I/; be such that 1/J' o <P = ,\a E A. [a]Efin. Then 1/;( ifJ( a)) = 'l/;1 (</;(a)) fo~0 all a E A. 
Hence 1/;(b) = tf;' (b) for all b E B. So 1f; = 'lj;'. o 
For ca's, such a final collapse does not need to exist. To see this, we recall 
a wel!-known result f~o~ [Jac75]. Extensional combinatory logic, ECL, is an 
equat1onal theory cons1stmg of expressions of the form M = N where M and N 
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are terms constructed as usual from variables, the two constants S and K, and 
a binary application operator · which we do not write. The axioms and rules of 
inference of ECL are those of equational logic together with the a.xioms 
Kxy = x Sxyz = xz(yz) 
and the rule 
Mx=Nx 
M=N 
where the variable x occurs in neither M nor N. Closed terms modulo provable 
equality form a ea in the following way: We let 
21.EcL = (T0 /ECL, [S]EcL, [K]EcL, ·) 
where T 0 is the set of closed terms (i.e. the set of terms without any variable), 
T 0 /ECL = {[M]ECL I M E T 0 }, 
[M]EcL ={NE T 0 I ECL I- M = N} 
and 
[M]ECL . [N]ECL = [M N]ECL . 
In [Jac75], Jacopini - using a slightly different terminology - proved that [!t]EcL, 
where 
Jl := S(SKK)(SKK)(S(SKK)(SKK)), 
can be identified with any other element in this ea. This means in particular that 
21.EcL has collapses c;i> and c;i>1 such that c;i>([ft]EcL) = c;i>([S]Ecd and q'/([!t]Ecd = 
c;i>1([K]EcL)· It follows that 21.EcL lacks a final collapse. For, suppose QtECL has a 
final collapse onto some pea Q3 = (B, s', k1 ,-'). Then there are homomorphisms 
'I/; and 'l/;1 such that 'I/; o c;i> = 'I/;' o c;i>'. So 
s' = 'l/;(c;i>([S]EcL)) = 7/J(c;i>([il]EcL)) = Q' = 'l/;'(4/([il]EcL)) = 1j/(q'/([K]EcL)) = k1 
where Jl' = s'(s'k1k')(s'k'k')(s'(s 1k'k')(s 1k1k 1)). This constitutes a contradiction 
with the fact that the homomorphic image of 21.EcL under the final collapse meets 
the last condition on pea's. 
Theorem 13. Not every ea has a final collapse. 
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4 Irreducible PCA's 
Not every pea allows for further identifications. For example, the codomain of 
every final collapse has reached its maximal degree of identifications. We shall 
call such a pea, where the only collapse is the trivial initial one, irreducible. 
Definition 14. Let 2l = {A, s, k, ·) be a pea. Qt is irreducible if Eq, ~ {(a, a) I 
a E A} for every collapse </> of 2l. 
There are prominent pea's which share this property. We give two examples. 
Example 1. The first example uses only elementary properties of sets, and is 
directly taken from Engeler [Eng81]. It is in fact a notational variant of one of 
several ca's first described in Plotkin [Plo72] which in turn are nearly the same 
as the better known Pw construction of Scott [Sco76]. 
Let A be any nonempty set, and let B be the least set containing A and all 
ordered pairs consisting of a finite subset (3 ~ B and an element b E B. Assume 
that elements of A are distinguishable from ordered pairs. Let D A be the power 
set of B, and define the total application operation on D A by 
xy = { b E B I ((3, b) E x for some (3 ~ y} . 
Choose 
s ={(a, ((3, (r, b))) I b E n1(f31)}, 
and 
k = { (a, ((3, b)) I b E a} . 
Then '.D = {DA, s, k,-) is a ea. 
To prove that '.l:> is irreducible, let Ee/> be any collapse of::D and let (x, y) E Ee/>· 
Assume x =f. y. Say, b Ex and b t/. y for some b E B. Define 
z = { ( { b}' b') I b' E k} . 
Then z EDA. Now let C be the context zD. Since Ee/> is a congruence, (zx, zy) E 
Eq,. Observe that zx = k and zy = 0. Hence (k, 0) E Eq,, and therefore 
(kss, 0ss) E Ee/>. That is, also (s, 0) E Ee/>. It follows that (s, k) E Eq,. Thus Eq, is 
improper. This is a contradiction. So x = y; whence (x, y) E { (x, x) I x E D A}· 
Remark. The argument given above extends to the family of Pw-models which 
consists of coded versions of '.l:>. At first sight, this may seem to contradict the re-
markab~e result ofBaeten and Boerboom in their 1979 paper n can be anything it 
shouldn t be (cf. [BB79]). The authors, however, do not consider collapses. Rather 
they show that, given an arbitrary closed >.-term M, there exists a member of 
the Pw-family which identifies Mand D. 
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Example 2. As second example we consider the nca of natural numbers with 
partial recursive function application. More specifically, we define a nontotal 
application operation on the natural numbers ]N' by 
nm= {n}(m) 
where { n} is the partial recursive function with Godel number n. We mav let k 
be any Godel number of the recursive function which, given some argu~ent x, 
returns a Godel number of the constant function returning x. The natural num-
ber s is slightly more complicated: we let s be a GOdel number of the recursive 
function 
J(x) = n,, 
where nx is a Godel number of the recursive function 
g(y) = mx,y 
with m,,,y a Godel number of the partial recursive function 
h(z) '.::'. {{x}(z)}({y}(z)). 
The existence of this function is easiest to explain using Turing machines, or 
some other model of computation. Then 1)1 = (IN, s, k, ·) is an nca. 
To prove that 1)1 is irreducible, let E</> be any collapse of 91 and let {x, y} E E</>. 
Assume x =j:. y. It is now not hard to imagine a partial recursive function g with 
Godel number z, say, such that g(x) i and g(y) l. Then C = zD is a context 
with C[x] i and C[y] 1. Thus E</> is not a congruence. This is a contradiction. 
Sox = y; whence (x, y) E { (x, x} I x E IN}. 
5 Extensional Collapses of PCA 's 
In this final section, we shall consider collapses that identify elements which 
display identical applicative behaviour. 
Definition 15. Let Qt= (A, s, k, ·) be a pea. 
1. Qt is extensional if for all a, a' E A, 
('Va" E A aa11 '.::'. a' a") _, a = a' 
2. Qt has an extensional collapse if 21 has a collapse onto some extensional pea. 
Proposition 16. Let Qt = (A, s, k, ·} be a pea and let rf; be an extensional collapse 
of 21. Then 
{(a,a') EA x A I 'Va" EA aa11 '.::::'. a'a"} ~ E</> . 
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Proof. Suppose </> is a collapse onto the extensional pea 23 = (B, s', k', ·'). ~1et 
a, a' E A. be such that aa" ::: a' a" for all a" E A and let b E B. Say, b = </>(a ) . 
Then 
<f>(a)b::::: <f>(a)</>(a")::: <P(aa")::: <P(a1a11 )::: <P(a')</>(a11 ) '.::::'. <P(a')b 
Hence <f>(a) = <f>(a'), since ~ is extensional. Therefore (a, a') E Ee/>. 0 
Not every pea has an extensional collapse. Observe, for example, that the two 
pea's considered in Example 1 and 2 are not extensional. As they are both 
irreducible, it follows that they do not have an extensional collapse. 
Theorem 17. Not every pea has an extensional collapse. 
For nca's, there exists a simple condition such that the final collapse is exten-
sional. 
Theorem 18. Let Qt = (A, s, k, ·) be an nca. Its final collapse is extensional if 
and only if 
(t) 'Va,a' EA ('<ICE Cr_a'<la" E A(C[aa11 ] l~ C[a1a11 ] !) -+ (a,a') E Efin) . 
Proof. Suppose (t) holds. To prove that 21../ Efm is extensional, let [a]Efin, [a']Efin E 
A/ &m be such that 
[a]EfiJa"]Efin :::'. [a']Efin [a"]Efin 
for every [a1']Efin E A/ Efin· Now let a" E A, C be any context and assume one of 
C[aa11] and C[a1 a11] is defined, say C[aa"] !. Then aa11 ! and hence [aa11 ]Efin = 
[a'a"]Ef;n· So (aa",a'a") E Efin and therefore C[a'a"] !. Thus (a, a') E Efin by 
(t),i.e. 
[a]Erin = [a']Efin · 
For the other direction, assume '11/ Ean is extensional and let a, a' E A be such 
that C[aa"J ! if and only if C[a'a"] ! for all contexts C and all a" E A. Then, 
in particular, 
[a]Efin[a"]Efin :::'. [a']Efin [a"]Efin 
for every [a"]Efi. E A/Efin· Hence [a]Efin = [a']Er· , since 21../Efin is extensional. 
So (a, a') E Efin· in D 
We shall apply this result in the next and final example of this paper where we 
prove that the final collapse of the nca of closed, strongly normalizing CL-terms 
is extensional. In the example, we employ fundamental definitions and notions 
of term rewrite systems. Extensive surveys of term rewriting can be found in [Klo92] and [DJ90]. 
Example 3. Reduction in CL is generated by the rules 
1. SLMN-+ LN(MN) 
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2. KLM-L 
for all CL-terms L, M, N. Here 'generated' means: 
3. if L - M then C[L] - C(M] 
for every context C. Contexts are defined as in Definition 2 with element a 
changed into CL-term L. 
We write L = M if L and M are identical terms. The transitive-reflexive 
closure of the rewrite relation - is denoted by -· If L - M, we say that L 
reduces to M. The equivalence relation generated by - is called convertibility 
and written as =. 
A term of the form SLMN or KLM is a redex; its contractum is LN(MN) 
or L, respectively. A term not containing such redexes is a normal form {nf) and 
has a nf if it reduces to one. A reduction of Lis a sequence of terms L = L1 -
L2 - L3 - · · ·. Reductions may be infinite. If every reduction of L terminates 
eventually (in a normal form), then L is said to be strongly normalizing. We 
let SN be the set of all strongly normalizing CL-terms, and SN° be the set of 
all closed, strongly normalizing CL-terms. Observe that w = S(SKK)(SKK) E 
SN°; however, n =WW f/. SN. 
The rewrite system CL is orthogonal and has therefore nice properties such 
as confluence. Another pleasantness is: 
( *) Let L f/. SN and L - M be such that M E SN. Then the redex contracted 
in the reduction step must contain a proper subterm N with N f/. SN that 
is erased in the step L - M 
(cf. Exercise 3.1.13 of [Klo92]). From this we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 19. Let C be a context and L, ME SN. 
1. If L - M, then C[L] E SN if and only if C[M] E SN. 
2. If L - M, then C[L] E SN if and only if C[M] E SN. 
S. If L = M, then C[L] E SN if and only if C[M] E SN. 
Proof. 1. If L - M, then C(L] - C[M]. Hence C[M] E SN if C[L] E SN. For 
the other direction, assume C[M] E SN and suppose C[L] </.SN. By(*) there 
must be a subterm N of L with N <f. SN. This is of course impossible, since 
LE SN. 
2. Follows from 1. 
3. If L = M, then by confluence, L - N - M for some term N. Moreover, 
N E SN, since L, M E SN. Therefore C(L] E SN iff C[N] E SN iff C(M] E SN 
by 2. 0 
Closed, strongly normalizing terms modulo convertibility form an nca in the 
following way: We let 
!lsN = ({[M]sN IM E SN°}, [S]sN, [K]sN, ·} 
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where 
[M]sN = { N E SN° I M = N} 
and 
{ [MN]sN ifMNESN, [M]sN · [N]sN = undefined otherwise . 
Observe that application is well-defined. For, if M = M 1 and N = N 1, then 
MN E SN iff M 1 N E SN iff M 1 N' E SN by Proposition 19.3. By a similar 
argument, 21.sN satisfies conditions 1. and 3. on pea's. Moreover, SLM E SN if 
L,M E SN. Hence also condition 2. is met. Finally, [S]sN ¥ (K]sN, since S :/=. K. 
So 21.sN is an nca. 
To prove that the final collapse of 2lsN is extensional, we invoke Theorem 18. 
That is, we shall prove that for all L, M E SN°, if 
VC E C21.sN VN E SN° (C[[L]sN(N]sN] !,_.... C[[M]sN[N]sN] !), 
then ([L]sN, (M]sN) E Efin· If we denote the set of contexts built from the hole 
0 and closed, strongly normalizing terms by CsN, the requirement for Theorem 
18 boils down to the following: for all L, M E SN°, if 
(t) VC E CsN VN E SN° (C[LN] E SN,_.... C[MN] E SN), 
then C[L] E SN iff C[M] E SN for all C E CsN. We start with an intuitive 
description of the proof. 
We first recall the notion of descendants of a specific occurrence of a subterm 
L of Munder a reduction M - N: we underline the given occurrence of Lin M 
(and nothing else) and perform the reduction M - N. Then we look for the set 
of all underlined subterms of N. These subterms (actually subterm occurrences) 
are the descendants of L. We moreover say that L is activated in this reduction 
if N = C[L* P] for some context C and some term P where£* is a descendant 
of L. 
Now suppose (+) holds and C(L] rJ. SN, i.e. C[L] has an infinite reduction. 
Observe that by Proposition 19.2 we may assume that Lis a normal form. This 
means that the infinite reduction is sustained by just one source: the 'mate-
rial' present in the context C. In the course of the infinite reduction, L will be 
multiplied in several descendants and the only contribution of L to sustaining 
the infinite reduction is that a descendant of L, L *, is activated such that L * P 
eventually will develop into a redex and will be contracted. 
Indeed, if no descendant of L ever would be activated, all activity would be 
due to the context. In that case we also have an infinite reduction after replacing 
LbyM. 
Given the fact that C[L] has an infinite reduction, we want to construct an 
infinite reduction of C[M]. This is done by gradually replacing all descendants of 
L by M, in the following manner: as soon as a descendant of L is activated, we 
replace it by M. Because of (:j:), this replacement does not loose the possibility 
of an infinite reduction. Performing this infinite reduction in the so obtained 
new context, we again wait until the first of the remaining descendants of L is 
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activated and replace it again by M. This procedure is repeated ad infinitum. In 
each step of the procedure, we gain some finite piece of the reduction of C[M]; if 
the procedure stops because no more descendants of L exist, or will be activated, 
then we gain an infinite reduction of C[M]. 
In the following, we make this intuitive description more precise. We de-
viate from the practice up to now and allow for contexts with several holes. 
If C is a context with n holes, we write C!L1 , ... , Ln] for the term obtained 
from C by replacing the holes by Li, ... , Ln in that order. Moreover, we write 
C[L, ... , L]---+> C'[L, ... , L] if the occurrences of L displayed in C'[L, ... , L] are 
precisely the descendants of the occurrences of L displayed in C[L, ... , LJ. 
Proposition 20. Let L be a normal form. 
1. Let 
C[L,. . ., L] --> · .. --> C' [L,. . ., L * P[L,. .. , LJ,. . ., L] 
be a reduction until for the first time a descendant (displayed as L •) of one 
of the L 's shown in C[L, ... , L] is activated. Then for every Af, 
C[M, ... ,MJ--> · ··--> C'[M, ... ,MP[M, ... ,M], ... ,Mj 
is a reduction obtained by replacing every descendant of the L 's by M. 
2. Let C[L, ... , L] ---+> · · · be an infinite reduction in which no descendant of the 
displayed L 'sever is activated. Then for every M, C[M, ... , .M] ~ · · · is an 
infinite reduction obtained by replacing every descendant of the L 's by .1'v1. 
Proof. Routine. 0 
Theorem 21. The final collapse of 2lsN is extensional. 
Proof. Let L, M be normal forms such that 
(t) VC E CsN VN E SN° (C[LN] E SN+-> C[MNJ E SN) 
We shall prove that C[L] E SN iff C[M] E SN for all C E CsN. Suppose this is 
not the case, say C[L] <f. SN and C[M] E SN for some C E CsN· We shall derive 
a contradiction by constructing an infinite reduction of C[M] as follows: Let 
R : C[L] ---+> · · · be an infinite reduction. If no descendant of L ever is activated, 
then R/: C[M] ---+> · · · obtained by replacing every descendant of L by Mis an 
infinite reduction by Proposition 20.2. Otherwise we consider the initial part of 
R up to the first moment in which some descendant of L is activated: 
C[L]--> ... --> C*[L,. .. ,L*P[L,. .. ,L], .. .,L]. 
This is the A0 B 1 -edge in the diagram below. Now replace the activated de-
scendant of L by M. Observe that this term stays infinite (i.e. is not strongly 
normalizing). For, either 
(i) C*[L, ... , D, ... , L] E CsN and P[L, ... , L] E SN: then we can apply (t), or 
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(ii) C*[L, ... , D, ... ,L] f/. CsN: then C*[L, ... , D, ... ,L] contains a subterm that 
is not strongly normalizing and hence C*[L, ... , M P[L, ... , L], ... , L] f/. SN, 
or 
(iii) P[L, ... , L] f/. SN: then also C*[L, ... , MP[L, ... , L], ... , L] f/. SN. 
In case of a final S-redex contraction, there may be another activated descendant 
of L. That is, 
C*[L, ... ,MP[L, ... ,L], ... ,L] =: c>I<[L, . .. ,L>I<Q[L, ... ,L], ... ,L] 
In this case we replace also Lffi by M. Applying (i)-(iii) a second time, we find 
that this new term stays also infinite. By Proposition 20.1, we have a reduction 
C[M]-+ ·· ·-+ C*[M, ... ,MP[M, ... ,M], . .. ,M] 
which we depict by the D0 D1-edge in the diagram. Observe that 
C*[M, ... , MP[M, ... , M], ... , M] =: c>i<[M, ... , MQ[M, ... , M], ... , M] 
We now reiterate this procedure, using instead of Ran infinite reduction 
R*: C*[L, ... ,MP[L, ... ,L], ... ,L]--* · · · 
or 
R>I<: c>I<[L, ... , MQ[L, ... ,L], ... ,L]--* · · · 
which corresponds to the horizontal edge starting in point A1 . Note that L • and 
L >I< changed into M is now part of the context. If there are no descendants of L 
left, then 
C*[L, ... ,MP[L, ... ,L], ... ,L]:::: C*[MP] := C*[M, ... , MP[M, ... , M], ... , M] 
and we are done: 
C[M] -t · · ·-+ C*[MP]-+> · · · 
is the wanted infinite reduction. Likewise for c>I<. We are also done, if no descen-
dant of Lever is activated in R* or R,ffi. For, in that case we obtain an infinite 
reduction 
C[M]-+ ···-+ C*[M, ... ,MP[M, ... ,M], ... ,M]--* ··· 
by Proposition 19.2; likewise for c>i<. In the remaining case, we consider the 
initial part of R* (R>I<) up to the first moment in which a descendant of the 
remaining descendants of Lis activated. This is the A1B 2-edge in the diagram. 
Employing Proposition 19.1, we gain the edge D1D2 . In this way, we proceed ad 
infinitum. 
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Ao B '1 
Ai B2 
A2 B?. 
A3 
Do l= 
0 
Remark. Let 2l = (A, s, k, ·) be a pea. We call ker(2t), the kernel of 2l, the subset 
of A containing all elements generated by k and s. So ker(2l) is defined by: 
l. k, s E ker(2l), and 
2. if a, a' E ker(Ql) and aa' L then aa' E ker(2t). 
In case ker(Ql) = A, we call 2l a minimal pea. Note that the nca 2isN / Efm is in 
fact minimal. 
As observed in [Bet87], extensional nca's cannot be completed to a ea by 
adding some elements and completing the application operation. For, suppose 
Qt = (A, s, k, ·) is an extensional nca and 2t' is some completion of Ql. Choose 
a, a' E A such that aa' i and put ..L=: s(ka)(ka'). Observe that ..La" i for every 
a" E A, and hence s(k(kk)) ..L a" i and s(k(ks)) ..La" i for every a11 E A. By 
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extensionality, we have therefore s(k(ks)) _l= s(k(kk)) L But then 
s = s(k(ks)) _L .'k = s(k(kk)) _L -'k = k . 
By the preceding result, f)J.SN / Efin cannot be completed. So 21.sN / Efin is both 
incompletable and minimal. This is an extra as compared to the construction of 
similar counterexamples to completability as in [Bet87] and [Klo82]. 
Question 22. It is an intriguing question to determine what the 'structure' of 
f)J.SN / Efin is, or how to find a suitable representation of its elements. 
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